Linear model predictive control is extended to both control and optimize a product grade schedule. The proposed methods are time scaling of the linear dynamics based on throughput rates and grade-based objectives for product scheduling based on a mathematical program with complementarity constraints.
Introduction
formulation proved computationally difficult. The purpose of this work is to 93 restrict the dynamic model to linear form while capturing benefits of the inte-94 gration of scheduling and control. There is a large installed base of advanced 95 controls that utilize linear models [1] . A unique aspect of this work is a time- 
where y is the output, u is the input, k is the discrete time step, and t is the The time scaling approach adjusts either the controller cycle time or the 151 discrete model time step based on the change in unit throughput q relative to 152 the nominal throughputq.τ p is the nominal time constant associated withq.
153
The modified process time constant is τ p = q × (τ p /q) which now has a linear 154 relationship to q. If the process model is not easily adjusted, the cycle time 155 ∆t of the controller is adjusted to ∆t × ( q /q) to compensate for the changing 156 process dynamics. For first-order systems, this gives an exact representation of the nonlinear dynamics without modifying the original linear model.
Selective Time-Scaling
Multi-variate and higher-order systems may have certain MV to CV relation- 
Suppose that the dynamics of this system depend on the production rate
172
and that the feed rate to the unit is reduced to half of the rate where the model 173 is originally identified. When a time-scaling transformation of q /q = 2 is applied,
174
the new transfer function is also a 7 th order system but with shifted dynamics.
175
The steady state gain of the transfer function is preserved with this method of 176 dynamic transformation. The resulting transfer function is Equation 3.
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The continuous transfer function is first converted to discrete form with Step Response 
To preserve the QP structure, the complementarity constraints are included while other wheels or sub-wheels may be a more complex cycles that include 284 less frequently produced products.
285
The contribution of this work is the discrete time, extended controller and 286 scheduler that is also able to produce a cyclic schedule. However, this cyclic transition back to product C, the scheduler puts excess production of product
317
C at the end.
318
While this method is capable of producing cyclic schedules, the optimizer 319 should begin from current conditions rather than steady-state product condi- to a different set of constraints -production amounts and due dates. These 324 constraints give more freedom to the optimizer so the economic objective will 325 improve or be equal to the solution with periodic constraints.
326
As with adding any constraint, there is potential to make the problem in- 
Acceptable Range of Production Quantity
One drawback to the prior examples is that all spare production capacity is 336 typically placed on the highest value product. Over-production of any product 337 can have the effect of lowering the selling price because of supply and demand 338 market forces. In scheduling, there is often a range of production quantity that 339 is acceptable instead of just a single hard limit. To accommodate this, the 340 scheduling and control algorithm can use an 1 -norm objective function to give 341 a target region for the production quantity, rather than one specific hard limit.
342
Equation 5 shows a generalized 1 -norm control formulation used in this work.
In this formulation, Φ is the objective function, x is the production quantity This range formulation is not used in this work but is presented to demon- 
368
The CSTR application is highly nonlinear because of an exothermic reaction shown in Equations 6-7 and in Figure 8 .
where V is the volume of the reactor, C A is the concentration of reactant A, Step tests in the jacket cooling and linear model regression of the step response.
back of production during peak energy prices and when cooling capacity is 
415
There is demand for three products with quantities that must be met in the 416 schedule over a 48-hour horizon. The product descriptions and quantities are 417 shown in Table 2 .
418 Table 2 : Product Summary with Demand and Price
0.12 ± 0.01 120 9 P 2 0.25 ± 0.01 130 11
The most valuable is product P 2 while the least valuable product is P 3 .
419
Although P 3 has the lowest price, it also has the highest required quantity. Spare 420 capacity in the production facility favors product P 2 . A potential drawback to 421 always switching to P 2 at the end of a campaign is that there is lost material The slack variables and complementarity conditions combine to create dis-466 crete steps with a function that has continuous first and second derivatives.
467
For this problem, the complementarity constraints were included as constraints Step 6 (P3 down)
Step Function Slack 1 Slack 2 intuitive because the optimizer produces excess product P 2 (highest volumetric 476 price) but meets only the minimum production quantities for the lower value 477 products (P 1 and P 3 ).
478
A weakness of this method is that the CSTR is nonlinear but the solution is 
513
The scheduling objective determines the order and quantity of production at 514 each grade even with half-rate reduction during peak electricity demand. The 515 formulation is sufficiently fast enough, and includes enough process dynamics, 516 to be utilized in on-line control. This presents a fully unified optimization that 517 fulfills the roles of, and can replace, both control and scheduling for a compa- 
